Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
Avalanche and Weather Programs
EXPLOSIVES SPILL ON HIGHWAY ERAP 2-0804

Call to
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT CENTRE
866.707.7862
Fill out Accident Particulars Page:

Contact local Maintenance Contractor Road Supervisor or MOTI Area Manager is onsite

ACCIDENT SITE COMMANDER:
CLOSE HIGHWAY

Ensures safety of Response Personnel, 1st Aid
Coordinates response effort at accident site
If explosives cargo on fire DO NOT FIGHT FIRE

EVACUATE all personnel to a minimum distance of 1600 m from burning explosives

Contact District Manager act as RESPONSE LEADER:

Contact Ambulance, Fire Dept, EMBC, CANUTEC As required

Confirms decision to open highway when safe

Contact Avalanche Technician is TECHNICAL ADVISOR:
Identifies explosives and determines most appropriate method for clean up

Notifies RCMP Explosives Disposal Unit
778.290.6004

Contact Manager Avalanche Weather Programs
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